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1. Page v, addendum
   For "document TD/L.37/Add.11" read "document TD/97/Add.11".

2. The following printer's errors in the English version should be corrected:
   
   Annex I, p.43:
   Foot-note 43, for "Resolution No.22-28" read "Resolution No.22-8".

   Annex V, pp. 108, 109, 111, 112, 152, 180, 186, 192:
   Foot-notes 24, 28, 34, 52, 75, for "Resolution No.22-28" read "Resolution No.22-8".
   Foot-notes 25, 79, 84, for "Resolution No.22-29" read "Resolution No.22-9".

   Annex VII-A, p.244:
   Foot-note a, for "Resolution No.22-29" read "Resolution No.22-9".

   Annex VII-C, p.303:
   Foot-note g, for "Resolution No.22-28" read "Resolution No.22-8".

   Annex IX, p.422:
   Foot-note 4, for "Resolution No.22-28" read "Resolution No.22-8".